Abstract-In this paper, we propose an approach to scene text detection that leverages both the appearance and consensus of connected components. Component appearance is modeled with an SVM based dictionary classifier and the component consensus is represented with color and spatial layout features. Responses of the dictionary classifier are integrated with the consensus features into a discriminative model, where the importance of features is determined using a text level training procedure. In text detection, hypotheses are generated on component pairs and an iterative extension procedure is used to aggregate hypotheses into text objects. In the detection procedure, the discriminative model is used to perform classification as well as control the extension. Experiments show that the proposed approach reaches the state of the art in both detection accuracy and computational efficiency, and in particularly, it performs best when dealing with low-resolution text in clutter backgrounds.
INTRODUCTION
Text detection and recognition in natural scene images has recently received increased attention of the computer vision community [1] [2] [3] . There are at least three reasons for this trend. First is the demand for applications to "read" text for indexing, especially on mobile devices and in streetview data. Unlike other image objects, text is embedded into scenes by humans typically with the intention that it be read. Second is the increasing availability of high performance mobile devices, which creates an opportunity for imagery acquisition and processing anytime, anywhere and makes it convenient to recognize text in various environments. The third is the advance in computer vision technologies, which is making it feasible to address these more challenging problems.
As an important prerequisite for text recognition, text detection in natural scene images still remains an open problem due to factors including complex background, low quality images, variation of text content and deformation of text appearance. There are generally two classes of methods used in existing scene text detection approaches: connected components 1 based and sliding window classification based.
The component based methods often use color [3] , point [4] , edge/gradient [5] , stroke [6] , texture [7] , and/or region [8] [9] [10] [11] features or a hybrid of them [12] [13] to localize text components. These components are then aggregated into 1 "Connected component" is shorted as "component" in the followings.
candidate text regions for further processing. Recently, Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSERs) based text detection has been widely explored [8] [9] [10] [11] . The main advantage of these approaches over other component based approaches is rooted in the effectiveness of using MSERs as character/component candidates. It is based on the observation that text components usually have higher color contrast with their backgrounds and tend to be form homogenous color regions, at least at the character level. The MSER algorithm adaptively detects stable color regions and provides a good solution to localize the components without explicit binarization.
In [8] [10], MSERs from the H, S, I and gradient channels are integrated to detect components. An exhaustive search is then applied to group components into regions and a text level classifier is used for classification of these regions. In [11] , Koo et al present a text detection approach based on MSERs and two classifiers. The first classifier is trained on AdaBoost that determines the adjacency relationship and cluster components by using pairwise relations. The second classifier is a multi-layer perceptron classifier that performs text/non-text classification on normalized candidate regions. Benefitting from the learning method for clustering components, their approach won the ICDAR2011 Robust Reading Competition [14] .
Although existing MSER based approaches report promising performance, problems remain. In particular, the approaches detect a large number of candidate components and neither effective classification nor component grouping has been adequately addressed. Existing rule based approaches generally require fine-tuned parameters. Clustering based methods require well defined/learned criterion to determine the number of clusters and when to stop the clustering.
At the same time, sliding window methods usually train discriminative models to detect text with a multi-scale sliding window classification [15] [16] [17] [18] . The advantage of this kind of method lies in the fact that the training-detection architecture is simpler and more discriminative than component based approaches. Disadvantages lie in that sliding window classification at multiple scales is often time-consuming and computationally expensive. It is also difficult to detect nonhorizontal text because a tremendous large number of windows that would need to be considered in a three dimensional space of scale, position and orientation. After text components/patches are localized, existing methods usually use grouping-and-classification strategies to perform text level processing. Detected patches can be grouped into text regions with morphological operations [15] , Conditional Random Field [16] or graph methods [17] [18] . In existing approaches, grouping and classification procedures are often separated where consensus among components/patches is used for grouping and appearance is used for classification. In our work, we show that consensus among components can also be used for text/non-text classification. A group of components exhibiting less colors or spatial alignment consensus is less likely to be a text object, while a "good" component grouping strategy should benefit our classification procedure.
In this paper, we propose a new approach to detect and localize scene text by integrating both appearance and consensus representations of components into a discriminative model. The component appearance representation is built on Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) features and a sequence of SVMs is used to build a dictionary classifier. The consensus representation includes color distance, color variance and spatial distance of components. The functions of the discriminative model are twofold: classifying text/non-text and determining whether components should be grouped. When performing text detection, MSERs are first extracted as candidate components. Text hypotheses are then generated on MSER pairs. The hypotheses are extended iteratively until the output of the discriminative model is negative. A block diagram of the proposed approach is shown in Fig.1 .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Our text detection approach is described in Section II. Experiments are provided in Section III and conclusions in Section IV.
II. TEXT DETECTION APPROACH
The proposed text detection approach includes the following procedures: MSER based component extraction, training of the component dictionary classifier, integrated discriminative model and a text detection algorithm.
A. Component Extraction
Among a number of component extraction methods, we have adopted the MSER algorithm because it shows promising performance with a linear computation cost [19] . This algorithm finds local shapes that are stable over a range of thresholds, allowing us to find most of the text components [11] . In each channel, the MSER algorithm yields components that are either darker or brighter than their surroundings. We use a Gamma correction ( 1.0 ) on the image as a preprocessing step so that low contrast text components can be correctly localized. MSERs from the luminance, chrominance and gradient channels are extracted and pooled. In Fig.2 , we illustrate bounding boxes of darker components. Note that some components overlap, showing the complex spatial relationships among them.
B. Component Dictionary Classifier
When detecting text in the natural scenes, we need to effectively discriminate text from other objects. Researchers have tried to model text as "structured edges" [9] , "a series of uniform color regions" [8] , "a group of strokes" [6] , or "texture" [15] or hybrid of these [3] . However, there are many objects such as leaves, fences or windows that have similar edge, stroke or texture properties as text, making it difficult to find effective features and methods to discriminate them. In this paper we propose a more precise definition of "text patterns" using a sequence of classifiers corresponding to components (characters or groups of them). It is based on the fact that character patterns have been well defined and people have explored many effective features to represent characters.
State-of-the-art HOG features for object representation are employed as a component representation. As shown in Fig.  2(a) , when extracting HOG features, a 28 × 28 training sample is divided into cells of size 4 × 4 pixels, and each group of 2 × 2 cells is integrated into a block using an overlaping sliding window. We first calculate the gradient orientation of each pixel. In each cell, we calculate nine-dimensional HOG features by calculating the nine-bin histogram of gradient orientations of all pixels in this cell. Each block contains four cells, on which 36-dimensional features are extracted. Each sample is represented by 36 blocks, on which 1296-dimensional HOG features are extracted. Component samples are partitioned into K groups with a Kmeans clustering algorithm in the HOG feature space. Considering the difficulty when clustering samples in the high dimensional feature space, we use the methods proposed in [20] to improve the clustering results, iteratively. , ,
where i c and j c are mean colors of components i and j . Spatial distance features (symbols are defined in Fig.4 ) 2 2 , , min ,
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Alignment features (symbols are defined in Fig.4 ) 4 4 , , min ,
Assuming that j x is merged into text X and forms a new text, then we can calculate the variance of color mean values of components, as follows: 
D. Integrated Discrimintive Model
Using the dictionary classifier defined in Section B and consensus feature extraction procedure in Section C, the text discriminative model is defined as
where X denotes response feature extraction from the dictionary classifier, which outputs two features: the average that X X is a text object; otherwise it is a non-text object. Given sets of text and non-text samples, we calculate dictionary classifier responses of components and component consensus features. The features are input into a linear SVM to train the integrated discriminative model of (8) . To obtain a high performance discriminative model it is important to use large training sets. In the case of text there are few text samples for training but a lot of negatives from the background. Therefore a bootstrapping procedure is adopted to train a model with an initial subset of random negative examples, and then collect negative examples that are incorrectly classified by this initial model to form a set of hard negatives, as shown in Fig. 5 . A new model is trained with the hard negative examples and the process is repeated.
E. Text Detection
Text detection is a procedure of hypothesis-generation and hypothesis-extension. Hypotheses are generated from component pairs. As the MSER algorithm can generate thousands of component candidates in images of complex backgrounds, using all of the component pairs to generate text hypotheses is time consuming. We use two loose constraints on the component spatial distance and alignment to reduce number of hypothesis. We then extend the hypotheses iteratively, as illustrated in Fig. 4 , to obtain text objects. The text detection procedure is described with the following algorithm.
Algorithm I. Text detection algorithm

Hypothesis generation
On extracted components, generate text hypotheses from component pairs that feed the following loose constraints: 
2.
The vertical overlap of two components, defined in (6), is larger than 0.5. 
Hypothesis extension
4. Classify the extended object j X X x j X X x j X X with (8) . If X X is classified as text, X X X , remove component j x from the component set and goto step 2.3; otherwise goto 2.1.
5.
If there is no hypothesis that can be extended, goto step 3; otherwise goto 2.1.
Merging overlapped text
Merge text objects that overlap with each other and outputs their bounding boxes and fitted border lines.
III. EXPERIMENTS
A. Datasets
We use two different datasets for evaluation: ICDAR 2011 scene text dataset [15] and the Street View Text (SVT) dataset [16] . The ICDAR 2011 dataset is a widely used for benchmarking scene text detection algorithms. Most of the text objects in it are captured at short distances and the main challenges are from the large scale variance and uneven illumination. The SVT dataset contains text objects from Google street video frames and most of the text objects are captured at middle distances. The main challenge is from the degradation of image quality and the complex background.
The ICDAR2011 dataset contains 849 training text samples from 229 images and 1190 test samples from 255 images. The SVT dataset contains 257 training samples from 100 images and 647 test text samples from 250 images. We extracted 9930 components and 1620 text samples for training. We also mined 6000 negative component samples and 1000 negative text samples.
On the ICDAR2011 dataset, our evaluation protocol is consistent with the ICDAR2011 robust reading competition [14] (using the Deteval software). Precision, recall and a harmonic mean ( 1 f ) are used as the protocol to perform evaluation. On the SVT dataset, the bounding boxes in groundtruth are not precise. In such a case, precision is defined as the ratio between area of intersection regions and that of detected text regions, recall is obtained from the ratio between area of intersection regions and that of ground truth regions.
B. Effects of Parameters
We have conducted experiments to show the effects of different color channels as shown in TABLE I. With the LUV color channels the precision is four percent higher than with RGB. More than three point Harmonic mean performance improvement is observed when using LUV and the gradient channels compared with RGB. This shows the effectiveness of the combination of multiple channels when performing detection. We use the harmonic mean rate as the criterion to determine the positive component classifier number K in the dictionary classifier, as shown in Fig. 6a . In the experiments, it is found that the more the training samples, the larger the value of K is. For the current training set, a scope of [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] of K reports the best performance. We have also illustrated precision-recall curves for different classification threshold T in Fig.7 . Specifically, Fig.7 shows that the precision could significantly drop when the recall rate increases to 65%. It can be calculated that when setting T=0.2 and T=0.4, we can obtain the best performance on ICDAR 2011 and SVT datasets, respectively.
C. Results and Comparisons
In Table II we compare our approach with other state-ofthe-art approaches on the ICDAR2011 dataset. Compared with the competition winner, our proposed approach has improvement on both the precision and recall rates. In particular, our method can produce a higher precision rate without significant recall drop.
In Table III we compare our proposed approach with two published state-of-the-art approaches [10] [16] on the SVT dataset. It can be seen that our approach shows significant improvement in the Harmonic mean (more than 12%). Nevertheless, on this dataset, all of the compared approaches report relatively low recall and precision rates. The main reason is for the image quality degradation after the video compression and decompression procedures.
When performing detection, our approach runs at a speed of about 1.1 images per second (for images of width 756 pixels) on a PC with an Intel CORE i5 CPU. It is observed in experiments that the speed depends primarily on the MSER parameter that represents the range of intensities where the regions are stable [19] . When setting 2 , thousands of components can be detected and the detection speed drops to 0.45 images/second. When setting 6 the number of components is reduced to hundreds and the detection speed increases to 1.6 images per second with performance drop of 4.1%. Fig. 8f is due to large distance between the characters. In experiments, it is found that when characters have a distance larger than their height, the text objects may be missed. The missing text in Fig. 8g is due to the low resolution and perspective deformation.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Text detection in natural scene images remains a challenging problem due to complex background, low image quality and/or variation of text appearance. In this paper, we develop a discriminative approach that integrates appearance and consensus of components for text detection. We designed a dictionary classifier to discriminate the text components and presented six features that represent the consensus of components. The classifiers are boosted by mining hard negative samples. The text detection is formulated as a hypothesis generation and hypothesis extension process, where the discriminative model is used to control the extension.
Experiments have been carried out on two popular datasets to examine the performance of the approach and perform comparisons. Compared with several recent approaches the proposed approach attains the state of the art. Furthermore, it has a significant performance improvement on the SVT dataset of low quality text objects and clutter backgrounds. Currently, our approach had difficulty with multiple touching characters in low resolution images. Vertical text lines or text of deep perspective transformation can also result in missed detection, although the approach works well for most skewed text objects. 
